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Power Conditioning
by Victor C. Pavona, ETA Systems

In developed countries we are pretty cocky about our
AC Power. We believe, however mistakenly, on any given
day clean power just keeps on coming—never a sag,
surge, spike or power failure. The point: there are inherent problems whether we admit to them or not because
electrical power is not operationally perfect, safe from
humans or Mother Nature. Moreover, over time, it is
reasonable to deduce that more demand on the power
grids will equate to a lesser quality of electrical power.
Quality of power varies from good to/or bad dependent upon where you live or work, the time of day or
season of the year. For example, U.S. statistics indicate
poor quality results 87% of the time from sags (brown
outs); 12% from surges, spikes; and the balance caused
by human foibles or Mother Nature’s wrath.
Every piece of audio/video gear, because of poor
power quality, is affected operationally due to daily
power fluctuations, irregularities and degradation over
time to internal components. Accordingly, there is a
need to improve the quality of electrical power
provided to any electronic system. Conditioning of the
power line, i.e., Power Conditioning, can do it.
Utilizing various electronic protective devices, Power
Conditioning is designed to protect sensitive gear from
normal and abnormal spikes, and reduce electrical line
noises caused by electromagnetic (EMI) and radio (RFI)
interference. In addition, with more sophisticated
components, sags, surges and high in-rushes of electrical power can be easily managed.
Most often these protective devices and components
are contained in a rack-mounted power distribution box
that has the additional benefit of a neater, safer hookup.
When you utilize a rack-mounted Power Conditioner,
you have an electrical device created to protect sensitive electronic equipment from voltage spikes and to
filter out EMI/RFI noises. Power Conditioners often
include voltage regulation components designed to
stabilize sags and surges, sequential turn-on devices
that easily manage high in-rushes of electrical power,
and toroidal transformers designed to balance output
power. Anything short of these features is a power strip—
an extension cord, if you will.
Therefore, in our business, we must think about the
incoming electrical power, because it is always in question, regardless of where in the world we are. Accordingly, every audio/video rack, whether it is located in a
permanent installation or on-the-road, requires Power
Conditioning to protect against AC power fluctuations,
irregularities and line noise interference. And, it insures
everyone’s gear has a long and productive working life.
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Every Rack Needs ETA Power Conditioning
What’s the worst thing that can happen to your
Customer’s rack? The answer is a major power
surge. Or abnormal spike, or a complete power
failure that wipes out an entire rack of gear. The
solution is to protect against those potential
catastrophic events with a Conditioned Power
Distribution Unit from ETA.
What else can happen to your Customer’s rack?
The answer is a spike or surge or sag can wipe
out digital data. You also protect against that
possibility with a Conditioned Power Distribution Unit from ETA.
What else can happen? Over time, constant
sags, spikes and surges degrade the microprocessor integral to every piece of electronic gear.
Again, you protect against that long-term problem with a Conditioned Power Distribution
Unit from ETA.
Conclusion: Without Conditioned Power
Distribution your Customer, in one instance,
loses valuable digital information—like MIDI
input; and in another, the gear ultimately fails
—most likely, during a crucial moment of the
performance.
You can ensure your customer’s performance by
always recommending their gear be protected
with a Conditioned Power Distribution Unit
from ETA.
A Conditioned Power Distribution Unit
from ETA In Every Rack . . . Makes for Two
Very Happy People. Your Customer is Protected
and You; because, it’s a Profitable Sale and
often eliminates an unprofitable call back.
Oh, by the way, there is a third happy party . . .
ETA . . . because we helped make Everybody’s
Performance Better.
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